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ABSTRACT

This paper reviewed and explored the current extent of the Internet Electronic Data Interchange systems adoption in Jordan particularly in the SME sector. Also the paper presented the benefits of IEDI adoption and showed the main obstacles facing the SME in Jordan to adopt. This paper used the descriptive and theoretical analysis approaches for collecting and analysis the historical and archived data. The literature showed that Jordan, as a developing country, has achieved forward steps in introducing the Internet to the different sectors of life. The adoption of the electronic tools in business became a governmental target in recent years to make it possible for SMEs to be able to continue to achieve success in their business [1]. Most of Jordanian SMEs have little or no competitive pressure to use I-EDI systems, since most suppliers, customers and other competitors do not seem to promote I-EDI systems. The study concluded that SMEs in Jordan could grow and become larger companies, and supporting national economy. Thus it is very important to develop and grow Jordanian SMEs by doing more research.
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1. Introduction

Today, information sharing is critical to almost every enterprise. Also the open flow of information gives consumers real choice in conducting their daily affairs [2]. In addition, reference [3,4] asserted that information technology has also radically altered the management of supply chain operations, many business partners who are adjacent on the supply chain can gain from entering inter-organizational information sharing relationships and sharing information that was previously accessible to only one of them. Therefore, information sharing systems allow businesses to determine TPs needs accurately and meet those needs efficiently and permit TPs to be informed rapidly and at low cost of those opportunities in which they are most likely to be interested [5]. Hence, responsible sharing of personal information enhances the productivity of the enterprise’s economy and generates significant benefits for its TPs [6]. In addition, reference [6] mentioned that typically, the development of inter-organizational information systems and the sharing of information are mainly targeted at increasing operational efficiency by reducing ordering costs, inventory costs and supply lead times. Many studies have been focusing on studying the information sharing technology issues and estimating the value generated from these arrangements using traditional models of inventory and ordering costs. For example, reference [5,7] mentioned that through information sharing, the ready availability of personal information facilitates a vibrant economy, improves efficiency, reduces costs, creates jobs and provides valuable products and services that people desire within an enterprise. The key goals of information security are to protect the confidentiality, integrity and availability of information. Information security is concerned with the confidentiality, integrity and availability of data regardless of the form the data may take [3]. Hence, all forms of information security in an enterprise are driven by “business” needs. This means that security must reflect the enterprise perspective and contribute to rather than hinder the enterprise goals and objectives [8]. All this makes information security a governance and management issue [9]. In addition, the primary business benefit of information security in enterprise is avoiding loss through security failures. These losses usually have an economic dimension, either directly or indirectly. How-
ever, good security management presents opportunities for other benefits such as improving operational and administrative efficiency and effectiveness [10]. Nevertheless, without information security, the fortunes of the new economy so dependent on information may be short lived. Furthermore, it is the role of information security to provide the basic requirements to successfully integrate security into IT in a manner that properly addresses real threats. While the goal of information security is to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information, the role of information security is essential for the protection of consumers, businesses and governments from the threats caused by the natural advancement of IT [1]. Information security poses considerable risks to information sharing such as B2B systems that are connected through networks. Information security can also result in the systems and the networks running randomly cause loss of information, and information to be corrupted, with the associated loss of productivity and operation efficiency of the enterprise [9]. Cybercrime can be defined as all the criminal offences that are committed with the aid of communication devices in a network such as the Internet, the telephone line or the mobile network [11]. Such acts commonly include unauthorized access to computer files and/or theft of proprietary information, disruption of information housed in a remote computer with viruses, Trojans, worms, logic bombs and denial of service (DOS) attacks, selling illegal objects and substances over Internet, and the theft and forgery of identity [9]. Like retailers and service providers, most websites that produce income could stand to lose money in the event of downtime created by cyber criminals.

As Internet-businesses have increased economic importance to many countries, cybercrime has also become more political and therefore “terror” related [12]. Less common crimes are more institutionally targeted, such as organized assaults on a nation’s network infrastructure; the hacking of government, commercial, or non-profit websites; or attacks on critical infrastructure [11]. On the other hand, the costs that are affected by the cyber-attacks can be extremely high for an organization and the effects of cybercrime can also be felt far from the place where the crime is committed. It can also greatly weaken countries’ economy, thereby stripping it of its resources and to an extent making it more vulnerable to military attack. Cyber terror can also affect many Internet-based businesses.

2. Definition of Information Sharing and Security

Today, information sharing is critical to almost every organization. Also the open flow of information gives consumers real choice in conducting their daily affairs [2]. In addition, reference [3] asserted that information technology has also radically altered the management of supply chain operations, many business partners who are adjacent on the supply chain can gain from entering inter-organizational information sharing relationships and sharing information that was previously accessible to only one of them. Therefore, Information-sharing practically B2B systems allow businesses to determine trading partners needs accurately and meet those needs efficiently and permits trading partners and suppliers to be informed rapidly and at low cost of those opportunities in which they are most likely to be interested. Hence, responsible sharing of personal information enhances the productivity of the enterprise’s economy and generates significant benefits for its suppliers and partners. In addition, reference [6] said typically, the development of inter-organizational information systems and the sharing of information are mainly targeted at increasing operational efficiency by reducing ordering costs, inventory costs and supply lead times. Many studies have focused on studying the information sharing technology issues and estimating the value generated from these arrangements using traditional models of inventory and ordering costs. Further, reference [7] mentioned which, through information sharing the ready availability of personal information facilitates a vibrant economy, improves efficiency, reduces costs, creates jobs, and provides valuable products and services that people want within an organization. The key goals of information security are to protect the confidentiality, integrity and availability of information. Information security is concerned with the confidentiality, integrity and availability of data regardless of the form the data may take. All forms of information security in an enterprise are driven by ‘business’ needs. This means that security must reflect the ‘business’ perspective and contribute to and not hinder ‘business’ goals and objectives. All this makes information security a governance and management issue [9]. In addition, the primary business benefit of information security in enterprise is avoiding loss through security failures. These losses usually have an economic dimension, either directly or indirectly. However, good security management presents opportunities for other benefits such as improved operational and administrative efficiency and effectiveness [10]. Nevertheless, without information security, the fate of the new economy so dependent on information may be short lived. Furthermore, it is the role of Information Security to provide the basic requirements to successfully integrate security into IT in a manner that properly addresses real threats. While the goal of information security to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information, the role of information security is essential for the protection of consumers, businesses and governments, from the threats caused by the natural advancement of IT. Information security poses considerable
risks to information sharing such as B2B systems that are connected through networks. They can also result in the systems and the networks to run randomly, cause loss of information, and information to be become corrupted, with the significant loss of productivity and operation efficiency for the enterprise [9]. Cybercrime can be defined as the all the criminal offences that are committed with the aid of communication devices in a network such as Internet, the telephone line or the mobile network [11]. Such acts commonly include unauthorized access to computer files and/or theft of proprietary information, disruption of information housed in a remote computer with viruses, Trojans, worms, logic bombs and denial of service (DOS) attacks, selling illegal objects and substances over Internet, and the theft and forgery of identity [9]. Like retailers and service providers, most websites that produce income could stand to lose money in the event of downtime created by cyber criminals. As internet-businesses have increasing economic importance to many countries, cybercrime has also become more political and therefore “terror” related [12]. Less common crimes are more institutionally targeted, such as organized assaults on a nation’s network infrastructure; the hacking of government, commercial, or non-profit web-sites; or attacks on critical infrastructure [11]. On the other hand, the costs that are affected by the cyber-attacks can be extremely high for an organization and the effects of cybercrime can also be felt far from the place where the crime is committed. It can also weaken countries’ economy greatly, thereby stripping it of its resources and to an extent where by making it more vulnerable to military attack. Cyber terror can also affect many internet-based businesses.

3. Internet Electronic Data Interchange (I-EDI) Systems

The Internet Electronic Data Interchange (I-EDI) systems are defined as a direct computer-to-computer communication between enterprises and their TPs. Exchange information of business documents, data and information and structured format that permit data to be processed by the receiver without re-keying [1]. I-EDI system is an illustration of an early adoption of computer networking [1]. I-EDI systems have become a key element of corporate strategies to create value by providing closer linkages among enterprises and TPs [13]. I-EDI systems allow enterprise’s computers to perform electronic transactions such as purchase orders and invoices without human intervention [1]. I-EDI systems were popular among large enterprises because it saved money that otherwise would be spent on processing paper and re-keying data. The continuously accelerated level of I-EDI system proliferation in recent years has prompted a growing number of researchers to examine some of the emerging issues surrounding the adoption, implementation, and diffusion of I-EDI systems. I-EDI systems have become a fundamental part of information management in many organizations over the world. I-EDI systems represent a new way of thinking about an old business function. It is the belief in the ability to modernize and streamline business practices [1]. The complexities of I-EDI systems are centered on the definition of the TPs relationships and the data integration with supporting business application systems. I-EDI systems also provide businesses with the ability to exchange business documents easily between trading partners without the laborious, time consuming, error prone movement and handling of paper [1].

3.1. Benefits of I-EDI Systems

The benefits are I-EDI systems both direct and indirect in nature. Direct benefits include operational cost savings and other internal efficiencies arising from, for example, reduced paperwork, reduced data re-entry, and reduced error rates. Likewise, indirect benefits are opportunities that emerge from the use of I-EDI systems, such as improved customer services and the potential for process reengineering [1]. At the same time, benefits are distinguished into operational benefits and strategic benefits. Operational benefits are related to the internal efficiency of an organization and include reduction of transaction errors, improvement in data accuracy, decreased transaction costs, and faster application processes. Strategic benefits should contribute to tactical and competitive advantages and are related to the impact of I-EDI systems on business processes and business relationships [1]. The following shows some of I-EDI systems benefits:

1) EDI systems improve operational performance in terms of operation efficiency, cost saving and inventory control [1].

2) EDI systems improve performance of Supply Chain Management (SCM): Shared and exchange information between supply chains partners can only be fully leveraged through process integration. The main objective of SCM is to integrate all key business activities through the improved relationships at all levels of the supply chain including internal operation, supplier’s networks and distribution channels [14].

3) EDI systems help to maintain a better relationship with TPs. This improves supplier-enterprise relationships and creates a competitive advantage.

3.2. Practice and Strategies of I-EDI Systems

In theory, I-EDI systems allow all vendors and their customers such as TP to link their computing infrastructures without worrying about the differences in their respective enterprises and systems. However, in practice, I-EDI systems have been difficult to use efficiently or inexpensively in developing countries particularly in SMEs [1].
The core purpose of I-EDI systems in B2B systems transactions is to transport business documents via electronic means in a format that is reusable throughout the entire organization and beyond [1]. The degree of effectiveness of the I-EDI systems operation itself, as well as the internal management information available from its use, will certainly be greater if application systems are up-to-date and efficient. References [1,15,16] divided I-EDI system adoption strategies into three categories:

1) Strategies not requiring third party involvement using additional front-end software. In these strategies, data exchange is dependent on the front-end software used by TPs.

2) Strategies requiring third party involvement without using additional front-end software. The third party in this strategy may be a value added network (VAN) wanting to establish a web presence.

3) Strategies requiring third party involvement using additional front-end software. In this strategy, TPs also require additional front-end-formatting software provided by the third party (I-VANS).

### 4. SMEs in Jordan

Most of the SMEs in Jordan are run as family enterprises [17,18]. Jordanian SMEs are mainly directed to making small types of goods rather than having a strong industrial capacity in local, regional, and global markets. This eventually impedes these enterprises to expand the scope of their products and services to local and global markets. In Jordan, Department of Statistics (DOS) classifies an enterprise with less than five employees as a small enterprise, while those with 5 to 19 employees are classified as medium enterprises [18,19]. The following Table 1 provides the economic sectors in Jordan and their contributions to GDP.

Table 1 shows the number of registered enterprises in Jordan by economic sectors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Capital (JD Mill)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>55,377</td>
<td>394.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade</td>
<td>175,775</td>
<td>904.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>120,188</td>
<td>333.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>2335</td>
<td>112.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>354,051</td>
<td>1750.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (MIT 2008; DOS 2010).

SMEs in Jordan and provide them with technical and financial support [18,19]. Jordan free trade agreements with Europe and United States would be the most challenging reasons for SMEs in Jordan. JADA’s main objective is to upgrade the capacity building of all SMEs in Jordan to make them more effective on the local scene [20]. Therefore, EJADA introduces better chances for the Jordanian SMEs to set their feet in the European markets and be at a competing level with their European markets. Also filter the existing SMEs in Jordan to identify those that are capable and efficient enough to stay in the fierce competition with Europe, when the free trade agreement goes effective in 2014 [20]. UN Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) has recently launched a credit line for Jordanian SMEs, providing them with information on industrial opportunities, norms and effective regulations in Jordan [17,21]. Over the past few years, the Jordanian government provides the support to SMEs in Jordan including projects and programs that facilitate the access to required accurate information, consulting, and most importantly, access to credit and financial resources (DOS 2011). The main two projects conducted via World Bank to support Jordanian SMEs are United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and National Fund for Enterprise Support (NAFES).

#### 4.1. US Agency for International Development (USAID)

USAID aims to increase the sustainable competitiveness, market out-reach, sales and earnings. It is also aim to provide enterprise level assistance and commercially oriented services to private and public business support enterprises in a cost-effective manner.

#### 4.2. National Fund for Enterprise Support (NAFES)

NAFES aims to assist the Jordanian SMEs in becoming more efficient and competitive with local and global markets by providing financial assistance to management...
modernization projects aimed at improving their performance and capabilities. NAFES will strive to assure that its efforts are aligned with all other local efforts exerted towards enhancing the role of SMEs in the development of Jordanian economy and in elevating the standard of living of Jordanians. The initial capital of NAFES is obtained from a counterpart fund of a non-project cash grant donated by the government of Japan. Consulting project and training programs provided by NAFES include:

- Business planning and management systems.
- Production management.
- Financial analysis/management.
- Marketing analysis/sales support.
- Feasibility studies.
- Productivity improvement.
- IT applications such as B2B systems.

Despite the evident benefits obtained from the adoption of IT and IS such as B2B systems, SMEs are slower to adopt the technology compared to their large business counterparts [1-3,6,7,9,16,18,20-42,45-47]. This is particularly the case in developing countries such as Jordan where factors such as the lack of telecommunication infrastructure reference [1-3,6,7,9-11,13,16,18,20-42,45-50] mentioned that further restrict the viability of using B2B systems [1]. Furthermore, reference [50] noted that SMEs have more difficulties in attracting IT specialists to their enterprises, and they also do not have sophisticated distribution systems in comparison to large enterprises. Therefore, SMEs are not adopting B2B systems with the same speed as their larger counterparts.

5. I-EDI System Adoption in SMEs

Reference [1,18,22-31] found that SMEs in general tend to resist adopting I-EDI systems because of a lack of understanding, lack of technical support and limited financial resources. Many researchers of I-EDI systems focused on the factors that make the Internet very attractive for I-EDI system adoption by SMEs:

1) The Internet’s global Internet work connections offer the potential to reach the largest possible number of trading partners.
2) EDI systems can complement or replace current EDI strategies.
3) Using the Internet to exchange EDI transactions is consistent with the growing interest of business in delivering a variety of products and services electronically using the Internet [1,18,21-35].
4) The Internet is a publicly accessible network with few geographical constraints [25].
5) New and powerful tools that make it feasible to interconnect traditional business applications to the Internet with a minimum of challenge are becoming widely available [1,22-26].

6) ISP provides many of the services formerly purchased at a greater cost from traditional VANs [16].
7) The Internet provides simple and widely understood new methods for information exchange [16,26].

Internet Electronic Data Interchange (I-EDI) in Jordan

IT is considered one of the greatest developments in the world of business. IT and IS applications such as EC, B2B, B2C, G2B systems and Internet electronic data interchange (I-EDI) systems are so exciting that many enterprises in the world could be affected. I-EDI systems are an important component of B2B e-commerce systems. Hence, the adoption of I-EDI systems is likely to allow enterprises to become more integrated into the world economy. The degree of effectiveness of the I-EDI systems operation itself, as well as the internal management information available from its use, will certainly be greater if application systems are up-to-date and efficient such as B2B systems. SMEs in Jordan are still facing many challenges in terms of using I-EDI systems in their businesses. Many of these challenges include the lack of experience to deal with such technology, or the fear of the security breaches were provided by I-EDI systems. Many previous studies suggest that I-EDI system adoption can lead to efficiency gains through reduced time to complete transactions and lower services costs [1]. Effective gains can accrue through better service quality and increased sales as a result of better and wider marketing of products. Therefore, if I-EDI systems are to play an integral part in the Jordanian sectors and development strategies, Jordanian enterprises need to understand access and use this technology so that benefits are maximised and disadvantages are minimized [33,34].

Hence, the emphasis must be on B2B trading where opportunities for involvement in the global supply chains via strategic alliances or partnerships with local and global enterprises in worldwide can be seized. The level of IS and IT sophistication and organizational readiness has often been identified as a predictor of successful I-EDI system adoption. Top management support, competitor’s pressure, knowledge and just-by-chance (JBC) factors are the main reason why most large enterprises in Jordan get acquainted with I-EDI systems. Knowledge about this type of new technology and business between TPs locally, or internationally, is still generally lacking [1]. In a prior study, reference [1] found that Jordanian SMEs embrace I-EDI systems mainly because of Just-By-Chance. This contrasts with findings from other studies in developed countries about the impact of I-EDI systems on enterprise in developed countries. The literature shows that Jordan, as a developing country, has achieved forward steps in introducing the Internet to the different sectors of life. The adoption of the electronic
tools in business became a governmental target in recent years to make it possible for SMEs to be able to continue to achieve success in their business [1]. Most of Jordanian SMEs have little or no competitive pressure to use I-EDI systems, since most suppliers, customers and other competitors do not seem to promote I-EDI systems.

6. Conclusion
This paper identifies I-EDI as an alternative to traditional EDI. Collected data and literature review also showed a strong trend of businesses wanting to move to I-EDI in Jordan. The study concluded that SMEs in less advanced countries such as Jordan will have stronger Governmental and cultural influences in I-EDI adoption decisions than SMEs in more advanced countries. However, the recent paper asserted that in order to set Jordan on the right course to develop I-EDI system, the government, public and private sectors representatives are now preparing to wage a public information and awareness campaign to show the general public that I-EDI systems are of great benefits; time and cost savings, less paper work, increased effectiveness, streamline processes, less order process time, less transaction time and costs, empowerment of middle managers, clients (companies) services and more time for strategic initiatives. Also the study concluded that Electronic-government can assist Jordanian businesses (SME) by eliminating unnecessary paperwork and thus reducing operating costs when doing business with government agencies. The government can also use the Internet to post information online and offer services to the general public and private companies (SME). However, I-EDI has not grown up or been adopted as quickly as it was forecast among Jordanian SMEs. Furthermore, they encourage SMEs to introduce technologies permitting them to pay and get paid online and to enter Internet based credit and performance risk databases. The topic of I-EDI system adoption is very wide and the area especially in Jordan is just in its beginning of exploration. This study tries to provide some insight to the benefits, drivers, triggers, barriers and factors influences of I-EDI adoption in SME in Jordan. Hence the study concluded that SMEs in Jordan could grow and become larger companies, and supporting national economy. Thus it is very important to develop and grow Jordanian SMEs by doing more research.
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